Abstract: Nanoelectronic devices are being extensively developed in these years with a large variety of potential applications. In this article, some recent developments in nanoelectronic devices, including their principles, structures and potential applications are reviewed. As nanodevices work in nanometer dimensions, they consume much less power and function much faster than conventional microelectronic devices. Nanoelectronic devices can operate in different principles so that they can be further grouped into field emission devices, molecular devices, quantum devices, etc. Nanodevices can function as sensors, diodes, transistors, photovoltaic and light emitting devices, etc. Recent advances in both theoretical simulation and fabrication technologies expedite the development process from device design to prototype demonstration. Practical applications with a great market value from nanoelectronic devices are expected in near future.
Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid research development of electronic devices and device miniaturization, nanometer sized electronic devices are in high demand for high performance, small power consumption and fast functionality. As the fabrication ability approaching to nanoscale, both theoretical simulation and design technology have to be developed to capture the development. Many bottle-necks have been resolved in the R&D stage and reliability of nanodevices has been greatly improved. Technologies and processes suitable for the mass production are also on active stage of development. Table 1 categories of electronic nanodevices reported so far according to their operating principles and trends. In this paper, their advances and practical application statues are featured and reviewed.
Field emission nanodevices
With the recent development of vacuum microelectronics, cold-cathode field-induced electron emission is no long a research topic and nano field emission device (FED) is becoming a practical field. There are two main groups of FEDs: thin-film diamond emission and nanoscale tip emission. Diamond electron emission is based on the fact that the work function of diamond thin films can be zero or even negative. Yet, in order to increase the conductivity, the diamond thin films have to be doped, usually into the p-type. Unfortunately, p-type diamond has a large positive work function. To overcome this obstacle, one has to dope diamond thin films into the n-type. N-type doped diamond is a technology bottleneck. Discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991 and other nanowires later make a breakthrough for the sharp nanoscale tip cold cathode electron emission. In 1995, Walt A De Heer in Sweden proposed to use CNTs as an electron emission source [1] and this result has attracted a lot of attention.
CNTs consist of single-wall CNTs (SWNTs) or multiwall CNTs. Their diameters are from 1 up to a few tens of nanometers. Since the diameters are so small, the electric field near the CNT tips is highly concentrated. Comparing to traditional Si cone or Mo cone emitters, emission current of CNTs can be much large under low anode voltages [2] [3] [4] [5] .
In recent years, most of the efforts are made on electron emissions from a single nanoscale tip and arrayed nanoscale tips, nanoscale surface junction and nanoscale surface dielectric field. Several companies have started their R&D on FED displays by nanoscale tips. In the IDW'2000 (Workshop in Japan Kobe, Nov. 2000), several electronics companies and research institutes demonstrated their FED display products. Samsung has developed a transistor-like CNT FED display; ITRI in Taiwan has developed reflective CNT FED display. CNT FED display is no longer a research topic since then. Instead, it has been applied in various kinds of equipment. Future trend of the FED display will focus on High Brightness (HB), High Definition (HD), full color and larger size display.
Molecular nanodevices
Molecular devices have attracted a lot of attention these days and have been becoming a very important topic. In 1974, Aviram and Ratner reported a "molecular diode [6] ", in which electrons flowed from donors to acceptors through the σ-bonds. Later on, "molecular wire" was used to connect the molecular diode to an external electrode. Molecular devices have brought a lot of research interests. Many new models, including molecular switches [7, 8] , molecular registers [9] have been developed [10] [11] [12] .
Molecular wire is a key ingredient for molecular nanodevices. The wire should be in the nanoscale and have sufficient conductivity, connecting different joints of various units in a system. Molecular wires can be CNT, DNA, porphyrin and polyphenylene, etc. CNT made of the pure carbon atoms has a very high current density (10 10 A/cm 2 , about 10 4 times of copper wire [13, 14] ) due to its special structure, greatly improves the performance of the molecular device system.
Molecular based nanoswitch
Nano molecular switch operates in quantum realm and has dual-stable states. The molecular bond can be extended, broken, or rotate by external heat or electronic changes. The switch can be controlled through these external conditions. Electronic switch is the basic electronic control device and has been built on several materials.
Collier et al [15] used rotaxane molecular structure (ring-shape array surrounding a dumb-bell-shaped axis, the ring can rotate and slide along the axis) as the building material for dual-steady state molecular nanoswitches. It was shown that the switches were fully conductive in its reduced-oxidized state yet had high resistance (as an insulator) when in oxidized state. It is able to have two distinct opposite states which make rotaxane molecular structure an ideal material for molecular switch. Afterwards, David et al [16] demonstrated another molecular switch in which exchangeable oxidized and redox properties of Bipy molecules played a key role. When Bipy molecules are in dioxide state, there is no current flowing. When a sufficiently high voltage was applied onto the Bipy molecule through an STM tip, the dioxide state reduces to monoxide state, allowing a large current to flow.
Satoshi et al [17] used the reversibility of two states in one molecule to build a switch. They utilized methylisocyanide (CNCH 3 , MeNC) as a switching molecule and Pt as an electrode to build the molecular switch. MeNC can be transformed into methylaminocarbyne (CNHCH 3 , MeHNC) by H 2 with Pt as a catalyst. Meanwhile, MeHNC can be recovered back as MeNC by the aid of tunneled electrons injected by an STM tip. One molecule with two states can achieve two different electronic properties. This is the new idea to make the molecular switches.
Other types of molecules such as fluorescence molecules, magnetic molecules, etc., also have been employed to fabricate molecular computing and logic devices.
Molecular based nano-rectifier
Rectifier is an important component for discrete circuits and IC chips. Aviram and Ratner first introduced the molecular nano-rectifier in 1974. They used molecular bond to bridge the donor and accepter and build I-V characteristics between two electrodes similar to an ordinary rectifier.
Aviram and Ratner used a self-assembly monolayers (SAMs)-like organic molecules for the devices. These kinds of molecules have a D-σ-A bond, where D is the strong electron donor, A is a strong acceptor and σ is the saturated "sigma" bridging compound. σ keeps the mechanical strength of the molecules and blocks the exchange of charges between D and A to form a new compound. The key of the molecular rectifier is to ensure that the electron movement between the metal electrodes is via the vacuum tunneling. The charge exchange will create the compound which will then enhance the tunneling effect through the bond. Therefore the barrier of σ between A and D should be large enough to avoid the compound forming between A and D.
Aviram and Ratner used TTF as D, TCNQ as A and bridged them with σ bond. The theory is solid yet hard to build device model. Metzger [18, 19] proposed a D-π-A model, replacing the σ bond with a non-saturated bond π. This zwitterionic molecule is abbreviated as C16H33Q-3CNQ, which consists of a body quinoline, bridged π bond, 3CNQ acceptor and ended with a C 16 H 33 . C16H33Q-3CNQ film is very stable, the particles can be uniformly transferred to the metal surface to form a single layer (or multi-layer) molecular film. Molecular C16H33Q-3CNQ I-V curve has typical rectifying properties. However rectification ratio of C16H33Q-3CNQ is relatively low, practicality is not strong.
National Laboratory of Nano-Physical Sciences at University of Science and Technology in China successfully use a nitrogen atom to replace a carbon atom in Fullerene-C 60 and introduce a special donor level in the energy band; this leads to a one-molecular rectifier by single electron tunneling effect [20] . A double barrier tunneling junction (DBTJ) system was built by putting C 59 N molecule in between a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip and SAM. One barrier was in between the STM tip and C 59 N and the other was in between SAM and C 59 N. It was suggested that no barrier in between the SAM and Au substrate exists due to the strong bond interaction. In contrast, a barrier in between SAM and C 59 N could exist due to the weak bonding therefore no charge transfer. Experimental data show that the I-V curve of this DBTJ system exhibited a strong Coulomb blockade effect under certain circumstances. It was shown that various C 59 N molecules exhibit a significant asymmetry in their rectifying property under different test conditions and similar VF and BV values. It was found that reducing the STM tip and C 59 N distance led to increase the tunneling current and reduce the BV due to the lower barrier while keeping the VF value unchanged. Although the surfaces of the C 59 N/SAM and C 60 /SAM were of the similar properties, the I-V curve of the C 60 is symmetric Coulomb blockade curve, while the I-V of SAM is a near-symmetric single junction tunneling characteristics.
Electromechanical molecular nanotransistors
The basic principle of molecular nanotransistors is to change the molecular structure by external force to achieve the switching function. The external force of molecular transistors can be either mechanical or electrical forces. A typical example is an electromechanical molecular transistor which is an atom relay transistor (ART) [21] . The advantage of ART is very small size (dimensions about 100 nm). Its switch control is realized through the conductivity change due to the mechanical motion of the atoms along the atomic line. In ART, there is a non-fixed atom on the substrate and can be moved back and forth across the transistor. When switching atom moves to the center on the line by gate control, an "ON" state is achieved. When the atom leaves atomic lines, the transistor is then in the "OFF" state. The intrinsic oscillation frequency of the atom determines the switching speed; different atoms have different speeds. For carbon atom, the switching speed can reach 100 THz. It is very important to choose appropriate atoms that could make ART work at very high speed. Another advantage of ARTs is that the devices consume very low power. The energy is consumed by the friction between individual atoms and the substrate. In contrast to ART's obvious advantages, its disadvantages are also prominent. The energy required to emit an ART atom from the atomic line on substrate plane is too small, at which point the switch would be distorted. In order to control ART properly, low temperature environment is required.
Another example of electromechanical molecular nanotransistor is supra-molecular atom transistor (SMART) [22] . Super-molecules and atoms can be rotated by the gate voltages. The rotational position controls the conductance of the atomic line. In SMART, the switch atom moves in and out from atomic line by the gate electric field. When the switching atom rotates into the atomic line, atomic line is conductive; when the switch atom is out of atomic line, atomic line loses conductivity. Atomic radicals located on the rotational isomers group can prevent the rotation of a substitution group due to heat. Rotation switch group to prevent atomic emission is very effective, better than ART. But the switch of SMART is achieved by the co-rotation of all the three groups, leading a relatively lower reliability. If the number of control groups drops to two, it will have more practical value. Cyclohexane is a good example that it can be bent into two different forms. The gate voltage changes the structure of cyclohexane, thus affecting the conductivity of atomic line. By comparison, a group-controlled rotary switch is significantly slower than atomic motion control switch, but the controllability is much better than atomic switch. SMART energy consumption is mainly on overcoming the weak attractive van der Waals interaction or hydrogen bond, so power consumption is very low.
Electromachanical molecular transistors can also be made using C 60 . C 60 conductivity can be adjusted by the STM probe pressure [23] [24] [25] to achieve switching functions. According to the experimental observations, C 60 molecule transistor exhibits step-like current jumps under higher bias. The conductivity was strongly prohibited near zero bias voltage and this voltage range can be adjusted by gate voltage.
Molecular single electron transistor
Molecular single electron transistor, MOSET [26] is of the T-shaped structure: the top is a drain and a source, the bottom is the gate, wherein the drain, source, and gate electrodes are made of a conductive molecules. Other components such as single-electron tunneling junction barrier and the gate insulating layer are made of insulating molecules. The Coulomb island between the source and drain electrodes is constituted by the conductive molecules. Such device structure can work at the speed over 1 THz.
Molecular light emitting nanodevices
Molecular light-emitting nanodevice (single molecule light emitter device) is composed of an electron transport layer, a light emitting layer, and a hole transport layer together with an electrode connector, wherein the electron transport layer, light emitting layer and hole transport layer are the inner molecular layers where carriers can transport, recombine and emit light. The electrode connector is near the edge of the molecular layer in order to connect each molecular layer, formed by the reaction of mercaptans and carbon. Since light emitting molecules are the only carriers in the system and no other carrier channel, the injection efficiency, carrier transport efficiency and carrier recombination efficiency can reach almost 100% in this type of singlecarrier light-emitting device. Another feature of this device is by selecting appropriate molecular structure of LUMO-HOMO, one can get the light of any wavelength. As potential barrier between electrodes and intermolecular layers of the emitting device is small, working voltage and power consumption are low so that overheating effect and hot carrier generation can also be avoided. Molecular light emitting devices have excellent flexibility and a wide range of applications.
Although molecular nanodevice technology has many great advantages and large room for further development, it still faces many challenges. Molecular nanodevices can only work in the weak state. Thus, their stability and durability are poor. Most of the devices are still in the laboratory research stage. Therefore, there is a long journey before the devices are pushed to the markets.
Quantum nanodevices
Quantum nanodevices cover electronic nanodevices, optoelectronic devices, integrated circuits, etc., which are work based upon various quantum effects, such as quantum size effect, quantum tunneling effect, Coulomb blockade effect, nonlinear optical effects and quantum information processing. Design and production of solid state quantum nanodevices are currently the most active research direction in nanoscale physics and electronics. Since most nanostructures are smaller than the de Broglie wavelength of electrons (50 nm), the electron quantum fluctuations behavior appears. One practical example is the low temperature superconducting quantum device-the Josephson device. Single electron quantum devices, tunnel diodes, spintronic nanodevices, quantum dot single-photon source and quantum dot laser belong to this category.
Single-electron transistors have a very narrow conductive channel in which two potential barriers are artificially introduced. The region between two barriers is the partition section (or Coulomb island). At very low temperatures, the gate voltage can shift the energy levels in the Coulomb island and change number of electrons in this region, causing the conductance periodically to oscillate once which is equivalent to the device go through "ON" and "OFF" cycle once. This process is significant for the understanding of electron transport properties in nanostructures and single-particle physics. This study is also likely to lead further practical applications.
Resonant tunneling diode (RTDs) [27] is a twoterminal quantum nanodevice consisting of quantum wells and quantum barriers. The materials are mostly III-V compound semiconductor hetero-structures. As quantum well is only a few nanometers thick, the energy levels are widely spaced in quantum well due to quantum confinement. Generally RTDs work only with one electron energy level; its differential resistance can be either positive or negative. RTD is faster than then high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)-the oscillation frequency has reached 700 GHZ. Most RTDs use III-V compound semiconductors such as GaAs and InP technology, and are mainly for military and defense use.
Spintronic nanodevices [28] depend on injection, transfer, operation, zoom-in and read-out of spin polarization in the device structures, in order to achieve integration of logic operation, non-volatile random access memory and communication functions in a single chip-the next new generation of multi-chip. Multilogic device is achieved by the tunnel effect in the ultrafine structure, large-capacity memory by quantum box structure, high-speed switching devices and sensors by the use of coherent electron wave interference, diffraction and reflection, and quantum boxes/quantum dot laser are achieved by changing density of states. As the spin-based quantum bit has much longer quantum coherence time than that of electric charge, it will hopefully become a scalable solid-state quantum-bitthe next new generation of versatile, high-performance, ultra-high speed and low power spin quantum nanodevice.
Semiconductor nanodevices
According to famous Moore's law [29] , in the next few years integration density and computing power will continue increasing and cost per bit will continue decreasing. The fundamental requirement is to keep the device basic functions unchanged when the device is getting smaller. This is achieved by the so-called scaling-down principle: to keep the same internal electric field during the shrinking progress: shrink the voltage and dimensions by a factor K and increase doping density by a factor of K. The scaling down rule will (1) Reduce short channel effect to maintain the channel characteristics; (2) Increase the current density by K times; (3) Reduce delay time by a factor of K; (4) Reduce power consumption by a factor of K2. Yet, when the device continues to shrink down, we need to consider (1) to reduce the heating effect and improve heat dissipation of the devices, (2) to reduce statistical fluctuations in any multi-body systems for device performance consistency, and (3) the quantum behaviors of electrons when the device operates in quantum range such as the tunneling, 0D and 1D effect in quantum dot and quantum wire. In the following some most-recent progresses on electronic nanodevices are reviewed.
Metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) nanodevices
Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) devices are a kind of widely used fieldeffect transistors in analog and digital circuits for several decades. The size of nanoscale MOS devices continues shrinking, while their performances are enhanced: (a) The area of MOSFETs is getting smaller so that number of chips per wafer increases and the cost per chip decreases; (b) The equivalent channel resistance is reduced, allowing more current flowing through; (c) The equivalent gate capacitance is also reduced. The negative impacts of MOSFET shrinking include: (a) More difficult to shut down the FETs; (b) Significant increase in power consumption due to its sub-threshold leakage; (c) Increase in parasitic capacitance from chip wire connection; (d) Increase in chip heating; (e) Increase in gate oxide leakage current. Due to small dimensions, the process control becomes even more challenging.
With improved integration and the shrinking of microelectronic devices on a chip, new nanomaterials and new electronic solid-state nanodevices could be more suitable for next generation electronic applications. Nanodevices, due to their critical dimensions down to the nanometer range (such as cross-sectional dimension of unipolar device channel, barrier/potential well layer thickness of bipolar junction scale tunneling devices, nanoscale island-to-island devices, etc.) which are close to Bohr radius, a few physical characteristics such as non-equilibrium transport (carrier velocity overshoot), atomic-level fluctuations and quantum effects (quantum confinement, quantum transport), etc.
[30] become significant and dominate. Currently, mainstream nanometer semiconductor devices are: Schottky barrier FET [31] , dual-gate FET, and surrounding gate FET structure [32, 33] . Specifically, the coaxial surround-gate structure built by nanomaterial assembly technology can reduce drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect and the traditional short-channel effects of MOSFET while achieving a high transconductance and a low power consumption.
Semiconductor carbon nanotube field effect transistor (CNTFET)

Advantages of CNTFETs
CNT [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] has superior electronic properties such as: (1) Distinctly different electrical characteristics from Si: carrier transport is one-dimensional and scattering phase space on carrier is smaller (resulting in ballistic transport and the lower power consumption); (2) Full chemical bond for C atom-no dangling bond as Si which requires passivation. This means that CNT does not require SiO 2 as an insulator. Thus, high dielectric constant or crystal can be used to form insulator in the three-dimensional structure; (3) Strong covalent bonds in CNT enhance its mechanical strength, thermal stability and resistance to electro-migration. CNT can withstand up to a current density of 10 9 A/cm 2 ; (4) The connection of active devices (transistors) can be achieved either by semiconductor-like or metal-like CNTs. In addition, the semiconducting CNT has a theoretical maximum electron mobility greater than 100 000 cm 2 /Vs at room temperature, exceeding all the known semiconductors so far. Experimentally, field-effect mobility of 79 000 cm 2 /Vs at 300 K is observed, in comparison to less than 1000 cm 2 /Vs fieldeffect mobility achieved in silicon MOSFETs [39] .
Recent progress in CNTFETs
In 1998, Tans, etc. [40] made the first CNTFET. As shown in Fig. 1 , a single semiconducting SWNT is connected to a pair of Pt electrodes (the source and drain) which are formed on 300 nm-thick thermal oxide SiO 2 capped highly doped silicon substrate (the gate). By scanning gate voltage, the IV feature is very similar to the conventional MOSFET. The working mechanism of CNT is dominated by the Schottky barrier between the metal electrode and CNT. Success of CNTFETs marks a big progress on CNT-based electronic devices.
In order to improve the performance of CNTFETs, scientists have put their efforts in lower contact resistance, better control of the gate electric field on the CNT channels and optimizing the structure design.
Y. F. Zhang's group in Shanghai Jiao Tong University [41] has developed disperse and oriented SWNT arrays for multi-channel CNTFETs (shown in Fig. 2 ).
In the multi-channel CNTFET fabrication, alternating electric (AC) field was used to arrange the SWNT array. By using the alternating electric field in twodimensional electrophoresis technique, they arrange the functional prettified SWNT connection, making it distributed along the source and drain electrodes in parallel, and then use electric current to selectively burn away metallic SWNTs and leaving semiconducting SWNTs across the S and D pads.
Grafted octadecylamine (ODA) on SWNT will not form a good electrical contact between the electrode and SWNT. By making use of ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, grafted ODA can be evaporated, thus effectively improving the contact between the electrode and SWNT Multi-channel CNTFETs greatly improve not only the output current and transconductance, but also other key device performances which are much better than single-channel CNTFETs, making the multichannel CNTFETs a potential future candidate of FETs.
In addition, atomic force microscopy (AFM) probe can be used to move SWNTs along the channel to connect the source and drain pads, thereby controlling the SWNT channel number. Thus, via AC DEP technology and AFM probe manipulation technique, we could achieve the different numbers of SWNTs between a same pair of source and drain electrodes.
When the density of SWNT array was not very high, transconductance of multi-channel CNTFET was approximately proportional to the number of the SWNTs. This allows the control of CNTFET transconductance by adjusting SWNT numbers in the channel to accommodate the needs of different applications.
In 2013 Stanford's group [42] has developed a carbon nanotube mini computer. They make the aligned CNT wires on a quartz substrate and then transfer the CNTs onto the silicon wafer with the already-patterned backgates using Al 2 O 3 as a high-K dielectric. Then they use photolithography technique to get the contact holes and wires in order to build the circuits. Since the CNT transistors they used are only p-type based FETs, a series of p-channel MOS (pMOS)-only logic units are adopted to build the whole computer system. The mini-computing system is composed of 178 CNT FETs, with each FET comprising about 10 to 200 nanotubes, depending on the current drive of each FET. The system is fabricated using the university lab with just 1 µm lithography and limited measurement capability. Even though the fabrication is not optimized and not the state-of-the-art, they have achieved 1 kHz operating computing unit to execute simple million instructions per second (MIPS) instructions. Stanford's group demonstrates the first time the feasibility of using CNTFETs and the related logic circuits to build an operating computer unit. With the more-advanced facilities in the modern Integrated Circuit (IC) industry it is very promising to implement CNTs in a more effective way to build a more optimized computing system.
Nanosensor
A sensor is a converter that measures a physical quantity and converts it into a signal which can be read. Nanosensors means the sensing elements are made of nanomaterials, including nanoscale biological and chemical sensors, nanosensors on flow, pressure and temperature, etc. Development of nanotechnology not only provides high sensitivity for sensors, such as nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanowires and films, etc., but also provides many novel ideas and techniques to make sensors towards nanometer scales. Compared with traditional sensors, nanosensors have smaller sizes, improved accuracy and performance, etc. More importantly, nanosensors function on the atomic scale, which greatly enrich the theory of the sensing and broaden sensor applications.
Major application areas of nanosensors include health care, military use, industrial control and robotics, networking and communications, and environmental monitoring. With nanotechnology maturity, nanosensors show a great advantage in the defense and securitychecking areas. In the near future, nanosensor uniform and equipment will be used to detect the risk of anthrax and other gases.
Currently, MOS and Single-Electron (SE) sensors are major gas sensors in the market [43] [44] [45] . But both are working at higher temperatures, and they have high power consumption, low sensitivity, poor antiinterference ability, and they are difficult to use [46] [47] [48] . With the development of nanotechnology in recent years, there are extensive publications in nano gas sensors. Especially, carbon nanotube gas sensors have a significant progress [49] [50] [51] . CNT resistive sensor ( Fig. 5(a) ) and FET sensor [52] (Fig. 5(b) ) are widely used to detect the changes of the ambient gas molecules [53] . Because the conduction of CNT is almost entirely dominated by the atoms from the surface, even a tiny chemical change in surrounding environment gas will cause a considerable conductivity change. For example, a semiconductor-type CNTs in air environment is a p-type [54, 55] . When in a reducing gas, if the charge transfer occurs, electrons enter the CNTs to recombine a hole, which results the conductance in CNTs decrease, making the CNTFET I-V curve move to a negative V g direction. Similarly, if the oxidizing gas is in contact with CNT, electrons of the CNT will be stolen by the surrounding gas, conductivity increased, CNTFET I-V curve then moves to the positive voltage direction of V g .
Si
Highly doped Si From 2000 Dai research group [56] first reported CNT based environmental gas sensors. Till the end of 2009, there were more than 4100 CNT sensors publications in scientific literature [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . Figure 6 shows detailed statistics published annually by the CNT sensor scientific literature. From the figure we can see that the literature on this subject continues to increase each year, indicating that CNT sensor is still hot research topic. Our following review is an overview of CNT gas sensors for environmental monitoring, medical testing and other national defense and military use. Carbon nanotube commercialized gas sensors are also compared and forecasted. The complexity of the modern battlefield and increased terrorism make it particularly necessary in dangerous gas detection. 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine nitramine (RDX), and ethylene glycol dinitrate (EGDN) are often detected as high explosives. Chemical warfare agents (Chemical War Agent, CWA), particularly nerve gas, often highly toxic, are extremely dangerous gases. Nerve gas typically reduces the activity of many enzymes, resulting in human body neurotransmitter-acetylcholine highly aggregated, and poisoning human nerve. This activity is very rapid and irreversible, causing people to die in a short time. Current reported sensors including nerve gas sensors, electrochemical sensors, chemical resistance sensors (such as MOS sensor, SAW sensors), etc. [62] , are coated with a layer of chemistry resistive material on the surface. To detect nerve gas, a stimulant gas is usually used instead of actual poisonous gas. Such as to use Dimethylmethylphosphonate (DMMP) to replace sarin gas, methyl phosphonate (Diisopropyl Methanephosphonate, DIMP) to replace soman gas, thionyl chloride (SOCl 2 ) to replace nerve gas in the initial stage of experiments, to prevent accidents and reduce the experimental risks.
Our research group reported functionalized SWNTs using APS, and a self-assembly method in Si/SiO 2 surface to make SWNT sensor network. The sensor showed good response on 5 ppm of DMMP vapor at room temperature. The sensor response was rapid, reversible and repeatable. The density of SWNTs in the sensors could be controlled by suspension concentration and the deposition current. It was found that a density of 30-40 tubes µm-2 showed the best performance of detecting DMMP. Figure 7 shows the sensor testing system and the resistance response curve. CNTs' huge aspect ratio and surface area make them highly sensitive to adsorbed material layer that could efficiently change the conductance of the CNT channel. CNT gas sensors can be used in various industry, environmental protection, safety, medical testing, and defense and military situations. The current study focuses on increasing selectivity of the sensors to a practical detectable level.
CNT gas sensor technology [63] is currently in the early stage of development. For practical applications, there is still a long way to go. Improving the CNT gas sensor sensitivity, selectivity, and interference immunity are currently the most important issues. Conventional sensors have been very well developed, and yet introducing the CNTs into these sensors can greatly increase their sensitivity. Certain metals, metal oxides and polymers will generate electrical response with a specific gas molecule. If CNT is used to identify substance the selectivity of the sensors can greatly be enhanced. Meanwhile SAW and ionization sensors, etc. are also proven to improve the sensor selectivity. CNT gas sensor selectivity improvement still needs further in-depth study. The interference immunity can be achieved by either reducing interference or offsetting the interference. Using the non-interactive interference coating source on the CNT can reduce interference. Finding materials which have opposite response to the disturbance on CNT would counteract the effect of interference. In the course of solving the above technical problems, CNT gas sensors also need to consider the reality of their social and environmental impact. CNTs toxicity to organisms and harmfulness to the environment need further detailed assessment. Desirable sensor development and process are environmentally friendly and should be compatible with the existing technology, which greatly reduces the CNT gas sensor commercial costs.
It is seen that a small, stable, durable, portable and low-power sensor will be available in future. CNTs can be easily integrated into micro-electronic devices and make the sensor array by many mini-sensors. With the development of microelectronics technology, manufacturing costs continue to decline. Similar to other electronic products, CNT sensor production will also be more affordable. Cheap disposable sensors with CNTs can greatly help medical diagnosis and personal protective applications. Conventional sensors require high temperatures to operate, which increases the power consumption and shortens lifetime of the sensing element. CNT sensor can operate at room temperature, with smaller size and lower power consumption, so that the core device has longer lifetime. Combining CNT sensor technology together with other advanced technologies, such as Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [64] , wireless communication technology and IC design, etc., will likely bring a revolutionary change in sensing applications.
Photovoltaic nanodevices
Nanomaterials add new vitality to solar cell development. Feature size of nanomaterials is from 1 to 100 nm. In this range, many new effects such as surface effect, small size effect, quantum-scale effect, and macroscopic quantum tunneling effect, etc. could be significant and observed. These, in turn, yield "bizarre" mechanical, electrical, magnetic, optical, thermal and chemical properties. Solar cells based on nanomaterials are considered as one of the next generation of high-performance and low-cost solar cell options.
In recent years, there are already some developments in specific optical properties in nanomaterials, nanotechnology and composite functional structures/devices. There are plenty of nanomaterials with special optical properties which can be used, and there are various assembly methods which can be used to build photovoltaic nanostructure. Assembly consumes fewer materials, the manufacture processes are more controllable, and can be done under non-vacuum environment in a large scale. Study of composite functional assembly of photovoltaic devices includes the scale, level, interface, texture, and controllability, optoelectronic functional recombination, improving the photoelectric conversion efficiency, improving the stability of amorphous silicon thin film photovoltaic cells and making use of a full spectrum of light in the new gener-ation photovoltaic cells. These research activities have very important practical and strategic significance on our national economic, social and technological development.
A semiconducting SWNT is of specific optical properties: direct band gap, symmetric conduction and valence bands, energy level separation structure, good light response from ultraviolet to infrared spectrum, multiple exciton generation (MEG effect) when absorbing photons, multi-photon absorption (known as MPA effect), and infrared photons absorptions (more electrons generated through the two photon-photon excitation to higher energy excited state) performance. Therefore, semiconducting SWNTs are almost ideal material for photovoltaic cells, which can make use of the incident photons that the ordinary photovoltaic cells cannot use. In addition, in July 2007, the national renewable energy laboratory (NREL) in U.S. also found the silicon nanoparticles can effectively generate MEG effect, improving the crystalline silicon photovoltaic cell conversion efficiency from 30% to 44%. To develop and utilize MEG and MPA effects greatly improves photovoltaic conversion efficiency on conventional photovoltaic cells by converting the high-energy photon energy into electrical energy (which is generally wasted as heat loss in ordinary photovoltaic cells).
Interaction between the incident light and free charges on the metallic nanoscale surface yields surface plasma, and the light field can be conducted along the metallic nanowires and be intensified locally. This causes localized-enhanced light absorption and photoelectric conversion. Nanometal wires attached onto photovoltaic cells generate surface light scattering and propagation. When properly assembled, this allows more light to enter photovoltaic cells, to be captured and absorbed more effectively. Furthermore, approximately 12% of the solar spectrum is above 3 eV and this portion of light can only penetrate into the surface layer less than 200 nm. In crystalline silicon solar cells, the n-type layer window has to be very shallow (generally < 100 nm) in order to improve the utilization of high-energy photons, giving rise to a high series resistance of n-type surface layer, reducing the conductivity and collection of photoelectric current. Adding metal nanowires in the n-type surface layer could solve the problem of high series resistance. Furthermore, SnO 2 , etc. [65] oxide nanowires with wide band gaps have high transparency and conductivity. They could form waveguide light transmission and modulation; the features that can also be used to transfer current as well as incident light on photovoltaic cells surface.
Crystalline silicon photovoltaic cells have a large area of metal electrode on the surface window, which blocks about 2-5% of the total incident sunlight, resulting in proposing a complete-back-electrode crystalline silicon photovoltaic cell. However, due to the alternative arrangement of positive and negative electrodes on the back, PN junction is on the backside, causing a low conversion efficiency of this kind of solar cells. For concentration-type of photovoltaic cells, metal electrode may block more incident lights, about 6-10%. To resolve this issue, we then proposed: (1) to introduce Ni nanowires in the surface of the metal electrode window, forming a surface waveguide plasma channel. The incident light could interact with the surface free charges of Ni nanostructure, forming the surface plasma waves, propagating light along Ni nanowires on the surface into the edge area of the electrode and then achieving the photoelectric conversion. This led to localized enhanced light absorption and strong injection efficiency for photoelectric conversion; (2) SnO 2 nanowires has a smooth surface, uniform diameter, and wide optical band gap. It can be used as a nanoscale waveguide. Using SnO 2 nanowires on the surface to build a waveguide structure can make the incident light efficiently coupled into the nanostructure in the light guiding cable, transmit incident light in the guided mode. Transmitting incident sunlight into blocked area improves the efficiency of photovoltaic cells. Conventional crystalline silicon solar cells have front metal gate line area of about 8% of total area, of which 60% is a thin gate line (finger, also known as sub-gate line), 40% the main gate line (bus bar). Metal gate are usually composed silver particles and opaque vitreous. Reducing gate lines blocking on incident light can greatly reduce the loss of cell efficiency.
The phenomenon that metallic nanostructures generate surface plasma and enhance photovoltaic conversion is becoming a hot research topic. Schaatd etc. deposited 50, 80 and 100 nm gold particles on p-type silicon and enhanced photocurrent by 50%-80% at 500 nm wavelength. Derkacs etc. used 100 nm gold particles in amorphous silicon solar cells and increased the short-circuit current by 8.1% and energy conversion efficiency by 8.3%. Pillai et al. enhanced the light absorption by 16 times through depositing silver nanoparticles onto the surface of silicon-based thin-film solar cell substrates. Atwater's team obtained 2.5 times of the absorption enhancement at 1100 nm wavelength of light by simulation on surface plasma excitation grating structure on the back of the silicon thin film of the solar cells. As can be seen, using excited surface plasma by metallic nanostructures to enhance the absorption of photovoltaic cells and, hence, to improve the energy conversion efficiency is a feasible approach. Surface plasma on nano metal particle surface can greatly enhance light field oscillations within the particularly metal nanowires, which is a plasma waveguide effect. This is equivalent to a nanoscale antenna and has a great potential for composite photovoltaic cell development. We have used a magnetic induction method, coupled with the magnetic field in the solution with-out a template, to reduce nickel ions (or thermal decomposition of organic nickel compounds) through the dipole-dipole interaction along the direction the magnetic field lines and grow into Ni nanowires. Then, the Ni nanowires were assembled to the n-type shallow junction on the surface window of crystalline silicon photovoltaic cells, forming a compound photoelectric converter. Significant improvements in the performance and efficiency (> 5%) have been achieved. Transparent conductive oxide nanowires have wide band gaps. They also have high conductance and modulate the light through the nanowires. They can be used as photovoltaic cell incident surface electrode to conduct current. Through controlled growth of SnO 2 nanowires by high-frequency induction heating evaporation method, we successfully grew SnO 2 wires using Sn as the base material and appropriately controlling the oxygen content in the carrier gas.
The key for composite nanostructure of photovoltaic cells is to assemble different nanomaterials, different structures, scales, shapes, densities, distributions, spacing, materials, etc. in a cooperative way to achieve the full spectrum solar photoelectric conversion. In addition, studies on the impact of photo-generated electrons by nanomaterial hetero-junction, interface modification and surface modification, inhibition of adverse effects, and enhance synergy mechanisms are extensively ongoing. Optoelectronic devices probably need to incorporate diverse optical nanomaterials. Flexibility and the controllability are important directions on developing low-cost/high-performance photovoltaic cells. Then we now controllably fabricate a system of different optoelectronic devices with morphologies, characteristics, photoelectric conversion mechanisms, optoelectronic devices machined components and isomers morphology of specific device. Isomers may be flat or threedimensional shape, chiral or oriented, crystal or amorphous. There are many types of controlled assembly methods: self-assembly method within micro-solution, the fluid surface method, surface micro-infusion solution evaporation method, a spray coating method, and printing/embossing method. Printing technology can also be used in solar industry. Cornell University (New York, Ithaca) and DuPont, (a materials science and engineering company in Delaware, Wilmington) [66, 67] invented simple chemical processes using semiconductor "ink" to print a photovoltaic cell. The inks can be directly printed as a thin layer of flexible photovoltaic (PV) materials.
As a summary of the above research work, to assemble nanocomposite into solar cells is a new concept and a viable idea. This makes the solar cell more costeffective by a fully-utilized spectrum of solar light. (1) High energy photon greater than the semiconductor energy gap can be effectively converted into electricity with composite assembled carbon nanotubes; (2) Energy of the infrared photon less than the semiconductor band gap can be used by introducing up-conversion fluorescence nanomaterials into composite structure to achieve effective photoelectric conversion; (3) Nanowire waveguide can transmit light to the electrode edge of photoelectric conversion area for effective collection and utilization, a solution to solve the problem of the blocking incident light by surface electrode; (4) Introducing carbon nanotubes, down-conversion fluorescent nanomaterials or UV fluorescence nanomaterials into solar cells improves not only the incident light photoelectric conversion, but also the stability of amorphous silicon thin film solar cells.
Solar photovoltaic system is mainly used to convert solar energy into electrical energy and then chemical energy and store it in battery. To charge the battery during daytime we usually make use of the left-over solar electrical energy of the day, depending on loadings. The battery is therefore in a semi-floating charge state. Chemical energy storage in a solar photovoltaic power generation system is a major application bottleneck and has the following challenges: (1) The energy density of battery storage system is relatively low, while the cost is high; (2) The charge rate is low and the performance degrades with time. However, the floating charge voltage is low, float current is small, easy to maintain, has no corrosion, no pollution, no gas, no liquid spill, and environmentally friendly, etc. Currently nanotubes, nanorods, nanowires and other nanomaterials can be used as the positive and negative electrodes in lithium-ion batteries. There have been extensive publications available in this research area.
Multi-exciton effect photovoltaic cells
Multiple exciton generation (MEG) effect refers to the generation of multiple electron-hole pairs from the absorption of a single photon. It was discovered as early as 1950s in the semiconductor bulk materials. Till recently, it is noted that MEG may considerably increase the energy conversion efficiency of nanocrystal based solar cells.
In 2004, Schaller and Klimov reported a strong multiexciton effect in semiconductor nanostructures. This triggered a wide and deep study [68] on multiple exciton effect in semiconductor quantum dot structure. So far, significant MEG was observed in PbSe, PbS [69] , PbTe [70] , CdSe [71] , Si [72] and InAs [73] , and other semiconductor nanostructures, respectively. It was found that in the 0.5 to 3.5 eV surface solar spectral regions, silicon nanoscale crystals have very strong multi-exciton effect. The photon threshold was 2.4 times of the band gap and at 3.4 times band gap position, the quantum yield reached 260%, far better than crystalline silicon (Fig. 8) . Till recently, multiple exciton generation effect, virtual exciton generation theory, coherent exciton model and multi-impact ionization mechanism were proposed to interpret the MEG effects.
Generally, when a semiconductor material absorbs one photon, one single exciton is generated. The energy of high excitation energy photon is wasted by phonon scattering. If multi-excitons by one photon can be achieved (Fig. 9(a) ), the conversion efficiency of high energy photons can be significantly improved. Actually, it has been confirmed by many experimental observations that MEG in nanomaterials can improve photoelectric conversion efficiency of solar cells [74] . Theoretical calculations showed that in PbSe nanocrystals, this new cell conversion efficiency would be expected to increase by 50%. Therefore, design of multi-layer film battery with MEG effect is the latest research hot topic. The main purpose of this new research is to make full use of the hot carriers from thermal relaxation to the semiconductor band edge so as to significantly improve cell conversion efficiency. This could achieve double (or more) electron-hole pairs by impact ionization then increase in the photocurrent, requiring impact ionization rate higher than the hot carrier cooling and other relaxation processes.
At this stage, study of MEG effects in nanostructured silicon solar cells has just begun. There are still many technical issues to be resolved to achieve this multiexcitonic hot carrier effects in solar cells. The biggest difficulty is the effective charge separation: we have to control the time longer than multiple exciton generation time (10 −13 ∼ 10 −12 s), but less than the dualexciton lifetime (10 −10 s). There is no doubt that this semiconductor-based MEG effect in the new hot carrier solar cells with silicon nanostructures, once achieved, is bound to have a revolutionary impact on existing photovoltaic science and technology. It is known that in the quantum dot p-i-n solar cell array, quantum dots coupling between the electron wave function formed by minibands ( Fig. 9(b) ) slow down the hot carrier cooling rate, making the hot carriers transmitted and collected in the respective p and n electrodes [75] . In the uniform nanocrystalline silicon thin films, since the amorphous grain silicon is very thin (only 2 to 4 atomic layers), the electron wave functions in silicon quantum dots very easily couple each other.
Solar Energy Research Institute of Shanghai Jiaotong University has observed the band tail states transitions in amorphous Si and confirmed the existence of miniband coupling in nanocrystalline silicon thin films [76] ( Fig. 9(c) ). This brings hope on exploring hot-carrierbased nanocrystalline silicon thin film battery cell. Specific technical directions includes the use of optimized semiconductor nanocrystals; characterization of the frequency response of the device under illumination of different frequencies throughout photocurrent spectra; exploration of MEG effects on photocurrent, voltage, and energy conversion efficiency; optimization of the separation and collection of multiple electron-hole pairs in nanocrystalline silicon thin-film cells to improve solar cell conversion efficiency, etc.
Single-wall carbon nanotube is of many specific optical properties: carriers can one-dimensionally ballistic transported, no degradation on carrier mobility, direct band gap, symmetric conduction band and the valence band, energy level with separation structure, good response from the ultraviolet to the infrared region of the spectrum. Therefore, semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes are nearly ideal photovoltaic cell material and can efficiently absorb incident photons (useless for typical photovoltaic cells) to produce more electrons.
In 2008, we developed a single CNT based micro-solar cell [77] . As shown in Fig. 10 , an array of semiconductor SWNTs were fixed to the end of metal electrode with different work functions. SWNT internally generates electric field for the separation and collection on photo-generated electron-hole pairs. Under sunlight, this micro-cell can achieve an energy conversion efficiency of 12.6%.
In 2009, researchers at Cornell University replaced the traditional silicon with carbon nanotubes and manufactured a highly-efficient solar cell [78] . Their device was a CNT based photodiode (Fig. 11) . It was a simple solar cell, converting light efficiently into electricity with multiplied current. CNTs were connected between two electrical contact points which were close to the negative and positive gates. By using different wavelengths of laser irradiating on different sizes of nanotubes, high current multiplication was observed. Further studies revealed that the narrow cylindrical structure of CNT can pile one electron onto another. Electron through the nanotube is excited during migration and then generates electric current.
Multi-photon absorption
Multi-photon absorption is a nonlinear optical effect. With a high-intensity laser beam irradiation, a material may absorb several, or even dozens of photons; this effect is called multi-photon absorption. This phenomenon can be interpreted as multiple photons being absorbed simultaneously from initial states to the final states, via a few dummy intermediate states.
Multi-photon absorption process may be accompanied by multi-photon emission, electron conduction, optical-electric interaction, fluorescence, dissociation, photochemical reactions, and other multi-photon effects. These phenomena in turn help to study the multiphoton absorption process. Multi-photon absorption process is a high-order nonlinear optical process and it is closely related to the material damage threshold, which is important for theoretical solid state physics studies (for example, to understand details on the band structure and the interaction between ultra-short light pulses and semiconductor). Laser-irradiation-induced multi-photon absorption process has been successfully used for the separation of isotopes of sulfur, and has important applications in spectroscopy, materials research, and photochemical isotope separation areas. Because of its importance in nonlinear absorption of high-power laser technology and basic research in solid state physics theory, especially exploring the energy band structure information, multi-photon absorption process is receiving more and more attention.
Two-photon absorption happens on one same atom or molecule which could simultaneously absorb two photons (same or different energy) in one process. Since laser intensity is proportional to the square of twophoton absorption, the absorption process can produce limited-space excitation, which has a great potential application in two-photon confocal lasers, scanning microscopy on three-dimensional imaging, two photon pumped up conversion lasing, two-photon optical limiting, three-dimensional optical data storage, photodynamic therapy and two-photon-induced biological cage baskets research, etc. Efficient two-photon sensitive material development has brought many technical applications, and this also draws research interests in three-photon excitation. Three-photon absorption involves three photons induced electron transitions to the high energy levels. As three-photon absorption is for longer wavelength photons, penetration of the photons into the absorbent material is improved and deeper observation can be achieved. In addition, the threephoton process is directly proportional to the cube of incident light intensity; this brings much higher spatial modulation and higher image contrast.
A three-photon absorption phenomenon was first observed in 1964. Since then, materials with cross section of three-photon absorption were frequently reported, including liquids (like solvents), solid (like semiconductors and ceramics) as well as gases. Since threephoton absorption relates to the fifth-order nonlinear process and is difficult to be observed experimentally, little has been reported about this phenomenon. Until the last decade, the high repetition frequency tunable solid-state femtosecond (FS) laser provided the most stable high-energy pulsed excitation source for multiphoton-absorption-induced fluorescence. This enables the research and study on multi-photon absorption application.
In the past ten years, theoretical and experimental studies are mainly focused on two-photon absorption relationships between the material structure and properties. The results showed that two-photon absorption cross section could be affected by molecular structure of effective conjugation length. The longer effective conjugation length results the larger two-photon absorption. Molecular structures with A-D-A or D-A-D were found to have larger two-photon absorption. The higher the concentration of co-planar molecules results the greater the two-photon absorption. In addition, the polarity of the solution also has influence on two-photon absorption.
In short, increasing the molecular two-photon absorption is the key to enhance intra-molecular electron delocalization, which increases the degree of charge transfer. For example, we can increase the length of the bridge of conjugated bond (this actually increases the charge transfer distance), or change the terminal electron donor or electron acceptor force, and introduce electron withdrawing cluster on the side chain of the central bridge conjugate bond. In addition, other researchers are studying the quadrupole and octupole moments, multi-branched and dendritic molecular structure. The results suggest that increasing the dimension of intra-molecular charge transfer would also increase the two-photon absorption cross section [79] .
Multi-photon absorption can be used as the upper or lower layers of a solar cell. This will narrow frequency band of the incident light, more adaptable to the energy band width of conventional PN junction solar cell, so as to improve light absorption and increase the efficiency of solar cells [80] .
Light trapping structure of solar photovoltaic cells
The light losses in solar cells are from the three main areas: (a) Surface reflection losses; (b) Energy loss of the incident light due to surface electrode material coverage; (c) Transmission loss due to the thin films in the cells.
We introduce optical light trapping structure to deal with the light transmission loss: (a) Coat or deposit anti-reflective surface texture onto light-receiving surface; (b) Lengthen the light absorption layer. For example, increase the refractive index of the absorption layer in between the upper and lower textured materials. Back reflection is enhanced so that some light is returned back to the cell as the second absorbent; (c) Minimize the area covered by the gate electrode on the surface to maximize the output photocurrent. Low absorption rate of long-wavelength photons would decrease light current density when material thinning down to 50 µm. This loss can be compensated by introducing a light trapping structure, increasing the collection efficiency with the aid of theoretical calculation of the optical path [81] .
Current commercial crystalline silicon solar cells have a typical thickness of more than 5 µm. Light trapping is then achieved by coating an anti-reflection film or using suede on the surface. Suede has a better effect than anti-reflection film. Therefore, crystalline silicon solar cell with suede technology is good measure to improve cell efficiency. (a) Alkaline etching method is often used to build a surface pyramid-like structure for crystalline silicon solar cells; (b) For poly-silicon cell, surface anti-reflection is generally used where the coating may depend on the silicon material. The efficiency of polycrystalline silicon cell has reached 16.8% in laboratory. Thus, the poly-silicon suede technologies are not yet widely used in large-scale production. The key is how to build a uniform, stable suede microstructure on polycrystalline silicon and to make a good interfacial contact between them.
Using an anti-reflection surface alone is not sufficient to trap light to build silicon-based thin film solar cells. Transparent electrode and back-surface reflection are also used in the light trapping structure. Currently suede SnO 2 transparent conductive glass has been industrialized. But using SnO 2 as a substrate and coating a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) µc: Si:H films on top of it, the hydrogen plasma could make SnO 2 unstable and reduce it into in black color. The ZnO film in hydrogen plasma has better stability and doping ZnO thin films achieves a comparable performance with the indium tin oxide (ITO) and SnO 2 film. Therefore, in the µc: Si:H thin film solar cells, the use of ZnO:Al film as the transparent electrode material is a future trend.
With reducing solar cell thickness, the cell performance is limited in two aspects. First, the transmitted light increases as the thickness decreases. The indirect band gap materials have more losses than direct band gap materials. Second, back electrode influence becomes significant. Theoretical calculations by Pelanchocf on 50 µm c-Si n+-p solar cells showed that when the cell material reduces to 50 µm, the recombination of light induced carriers is also reduced. Therefore, the cell thinning reduces absorption rate of long-wavelength photons then reduces the photocurrent density. Light trapping structure based on optimizing the optical path may improve the collection efficiency and compensate this thinning effect. As thickness of the cells is reducing, the light trapping effect is becoming more and more necessary [82, 83] .
Light trapping structures can be implemented through: (a) Reducing the input light reflection by depositing anti-reflective film or other surface texture; (b) Increasing light absorption path in the cells. Making the refractive index of the absorbing layer greater than the upper and lower materials and strengthening textured back reflection; (c) Reducing the gate electrode coverage and maximizing the output photocurrent.
Conclusions and future prospects
In recent years, many achievements in nanoelectronic devices and circuit theories have been made. Advances in nanomaterials and nanoscale fabrication technologies have made many conceptual nanodevices into prototypes. Although nanoelectronic device technologies have great advantages, there still exist many challenges on each stage. Most devices are still in the laboratory research stage. Some nanodevices do not have desirable reliabilities and repeatability. Some only work under certain conditions and they may not maintain their performance under other environments. In short, more research efforts are required for most nanodevices to be released to the markets.
From technology development perspective, there are a few urgent issues needs to be resolved:
(1) Fabrication of quantum nanoscale heterostructures
To miniaturize electronic devices down to the nanoscales, the most straight forward approach is to use epitaxy, lithography and other sophisticated technologies to fabricate a sandwich-like nano semiconductor structure where the different layers are different semiconductor materials with different potentials to form a series of quantum wells.
(2) Molecular transistors and wires assembly of electronic nanodevices Even if one knows how to make nano transistors from molecular wires or nanotubes, to assemble the nanostructures into desirable patterns according to design principles is still a challenging job.
(3) Ultra-high-density memory cell using quantum effects Memory chips to store ultra-high-density data will be a key to build future nanoscale computers. This chip can provide fast data access and huge storage room. To build this high density quantum memory array by making use of the existing logic nanodevices is a new challenge.
(4) Nanoscale "interconnection" Assembling trillions of nanoelectronic devices into high density system requires skillful architecture and reasonable layout. Interconnection is the most basic element of this architecture. The key for interconnect is to coordinate the input/output in the system. Advanced computing needs to store ton of data in a tiny physical space and use and process them very quickly. This requires a special structure to control and coordinate the various components.
